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Abstract 

This paper explains about LePMIL2 experiences in facilitating conflict resolution and forest 
management since 2002 by using participatory multi-stakeholder approaches in the Murhum and 
Nanga-Nanga Papalia Forest Parks in Southeast Sulawesi. 

The Nipa Nipa forest was designated as Murhum Forest Park by the Indonesian Forest 
Minister in letter No. 296, in 1995. The forest covers an area of 7,877.5 ha and managed under 
BKSDA..  Nanga-Nanga forest is a protected forest area as well as a production forest. It is 8,700 ha 
in size and managed under the authority of The Local Department for Forest and Environment of the 
city of Kendari. 

However, in 1998, based on the decision of the national Forest Minister letter number 62, the 
authority to manage Murhum Forest Park was taken from the Central government and given to the 
Province. In fact, the official transfer of the authority was not completed until 2002. 

Kendari bay is used as a regional center for fishing industry as a regional and local harbor 
and as a center of development for every other informal economic sector in South East Sulawesi. 

There is great potential here, but it is yet to be managed optimally and if the situation does 
not change, the conditions will surely degrade.  This situation has occurred due to extensive conflict 
involving the management of Murham and Nanga-Nanga Forest Parks which is in urgent need of 
conflict resolution.  

There are many aspects to this conflict originating from the declaration of the forests as 
Forest Parks and their management plans.  Regarding park boundarie,s the community claimed they 
had cultural rights to the land but the management plan called for resettlement of all the people living 
within the forest park boundaries.  

A Reform Movement was held in 1998 empowering the original people, who had been 
resettled, to flow back into the area and cultivate the fields they had previously left.  Conflict between 
the provincial and city government regarding the management of Murham Forest Park also 
contributed to the lack of protection provided for the area. For these reasons, LePMIL decided to 
facilitate steps toward conflict resolution and achieving peace through dialogues.  

LePMIL designed and used eight steps of facilitation which include (1) the continuation of 
developing knowledge and skill of facilitators, (2) identifying and involving of strategic partners from 
both non-government and government, (3) identifying the resources of conflicts and develop 
understanding among stakeholders, (4) capacity building through community organizer and 
government organizer, (5) developing dialog among stakeholders in order to reach a new agreement, 
(6) developing stakeholders action plan following the new agreement, (7) maintaining and ensuring 
that stakeholders implement the agreement and action plan, and (8) institutionalizing any agreements 
into local laws. 

On July 18-19, 2002 the first agreement between the community and the government in the 
conflict resolution process was reached. It is a 7-point agreement and was the successful result of a 
very difficult negotiation process. It is not the end of the story. More has to be done by applying the on 
going method in order to reach a“permanent” solution. 

                                                 
1 Director LePMIL in 2002 – 2005, a Master Candidate on Sustainable Development Program at 
School for International Training, Vermont, USA 
2 LePMIL is one of Non Government Organization in Southeast Sulawesi, Indonesia, establish in 1997, 
which works for coastal and hinterland community development. Since 2002, this NGO in 
collaboration with Department for International Program have been working for conflict resolution and 
forest management in the Murhum Park, Southeast Sulawesi, Indonesia. 
 



Benga E’la and Lahundape’, two villages in Nipa-Nipa forest area Southeast 

Sulawesi, had gone. There is no sign left that proves there were communities living in 

the area. “In 1974 the government forced the communities to move out of these 

villages. The area was considered for forest rehabilitation project. And if we did not 

want to leave from this place the government blamed us to be communist...” said Haji 

Naim, a farmer from one of the villages. 

Every thing began in 1974, when Provincial government of Southeast 

Sulawesi started implementing forest rehabilitation project in Nipa-Nipa forest area. 

The provincial government forced out and resettled the communities who lived in and 

near the forest for generations, and it was backed by the Indonesian Army. Their 

farms, plantations and houses were damaged and burned by the provincial 

government. The community was resettled in a new place called Poasia, five 

kilometers far from forest areas. The land where people were resettled was unfertile. 

The same situation happened to the community who lived in and near Nanga-Nanga 

forest area. 

Those communities have been struggling for their rights over land and forest 

for more than ten years. Various methods have been applied by the communities. 

Some of them came back and begun practicing farming in their original land. There 

were dialogues between the communities and the government but there was no 

outcome of the dialogues exchanged. Some of them had also used political approach 

by supporting the candidate of governors hoping that if he/she became a governor and 

they would formulate a better policy and provide protection for the communities. 

“Actually, in 1997 election, many communities in Tobimeita and Benua Nirae were 



forced by government officials to vote for a certain party whose leader promised the 

communities that they would be given a piece of land near Nipa-Nipa forest in 

return.” said Arqam Ali, a farmer and teacher in Tobimeita village. 

  Another group, that consisted twenty head of families, had struggled for their 

rights through litigation. They have had access to good education and economic status 

compared with other communities.  As a result they won the case in Mahkamah 

Agung (National Court).  

LePMIL observed that the community struggle was unorganized, less 

prepared, and sporadic.  Those experiences inspired LePMIL to facilitate finding 

ways to resolve the conflict between the community and the government. LePMIL 

and the community began to work together to find better methods to reclaim the 

community rights.  The expectation for future processes was that the movements 

should be more systematic, measurable and open. After a series of discussions with 

the community and the government, there was a strong idea built to begin solving the 

problems through multistakeholder approach. The consideration was that many 

parties involved in the conflict, and there was a need for systematic dialogs among 

the parties. In the year 2000, LePMIL began to facilitate the conflict resolution by 

using multistakeholder3 approach. This paper explains LePMIL’s experiences in how 

multistakeholder approach has been successful in finding solutions in the conflict of 

Nipa-Nipa and Nanga-Nanga forest management in Southeast Sulawesi.  

 

 

                                                 
3 Multistakeholder was defined as person and / or organization that has direct or indirect interest – social, econimic, cultural 
and political – toward Nipa-Nipa and Nanga-Nanga forest resources. 



The preparation for new agenda 
LePMIL was hesitant when it began to facilitate the process. The reasons were 

LePMIL’s programs were more focused on working with poor communities in 

villages and were usually limited to a small number of stakeholders involved. 

LePMIL has no experience in working in the area of conflict before. The “strengths” 

that LePMIL staff possessed were their past experiences in facilitating dialogs in 

workshops, trainings and seminars at the city and /or province levels.   

Dealing with the situation, LePMIL then had developed weekly discussions 

among its facilitators to share ideas and experiences. LePMIL began discussing 

conflict issues and developing framework for conflict facilitation.  LePMIL identified 

nine phases to facilitate conflict resolutions including: 

1. Developing an understanding and strengthening the facilitator’s capacity  

2. Mapping “strategic partners” from both the government and the community 

3. Researching and understanding the conflicts and forest degradation in detail 

4. Developing an understanding among the stakeholders about the results of 

participatory research 

5. Improve capacity and understanding of the community and the government 

6. Facilitating and empowering stakeholders for dialogs in order to develop new 

agreement 

7. Facilitating and empowering stakeholders to develop a multistakeholder’s plan to 

follow the new agreement 

8. Maintaining multistakeholder process and to ensure that new agreement was 

being implemented by the community and the government 



9. Facilitate and ensure the process of institutionalization of the new agreement on at 

least the provincial government policies. 

This framework has helped in facilitating these processes. Sometimes, there 

were few things that needed to be adjusted due to social and political climate within 

the community and government organizations.  

Selling ideas to broaden the “ownership” 
The challenge came right away when LePMIL began to communicate this 

idea with government officials who have the authority over Nipa-Nipa and Nanga-

Nanga forest. His response was “I know exactly that those people lived and degraded 

the forest. The only option that the government has is that the community should go 

out from where they are living now.  This forest is really important as a catchment 

area for this region.” said Alimudin, the Head of City Department of Forestry.  A 

similar response came when the staff from LePMIL met the Head of Provincial 

Department of Forestry “I have no time to discuss this matter, because I have another 

meeting today....but I’ll give you five minutes to explain the cause.” 

Despite the fact, that the head of the provincial and city governments did not 

respond positively, the process of communication is still continue.  LePMIL 

broadened the range of stakeholders as target in promoting the idea of conflict 

resolution. LePMIL again met with other stakeholders including the Head of District 

Forest Department, the Head of Regional Development Planning Board (BAPPEDA), 

the Head of BAPPEDA, the member of people representative (DPRD), Forest Field 

Officers, and Forest Guards etc. In general, their responses were more positive and 

encouraging, “LePMIL should continue this initiative, and then we will see what we 

can do to support the initiative further.” Some of them also suggested that LePMIL 



should conduct a comprehensive research so that there will be data available for 

future discussion.  The process of discussions became a “regular” activity.  LePMIL 

could meet them anywhere as it does not have to be in the offices. 

The same process of discussions was also being conducted and within the 

community.  LePMIL discussed with the community leaders and other members of 

the community who knew and still remembered the history of the conflict. The 

community was really enthusiastic and involved in the discussions. Though some of 

them also reminded LePMIL not to be the same as another NGO who came to them 

once and never come again.  

In the progress, interpersonal discussions with key actors continued. These 

discussions were really effective to maintain relations among stakeholders who 

involved in the conflict.  In order to guide and facilitate discussions effectively 

LePMIL was preparing the key questions4.  These questions were reflective regarding 

the policies that were being implemented and also the conflict itself. 

Collecting and Managing the information to support facilitation 

processes 
Responding to the community and the government suggestions and in order to 

collect data and information about the conflict and the issues around the forest, 

LePMIL had conducted participatory research by using Participatory Rural Appraisal 

methods. The RRA method was chosen because LePMIL have enough experiences in 

using them previously. Another reason was that it gave more chance to openly discuss 
                                                 
4 A couple issues that being discussed include; (a) how was their point of view regarding the government policies on the Nipa-
Nipa and Nanga-Nanga forest?, (b) how was their point of view from both the community and the government regarding 
posibilities to develop a new social contract to solve the problems in the area?, (c) Is the “Operasi Sapu Jagad” policy—the 
policy that gave government the power and aothority to resetle community by using any mean--, so far, effective enough to 
ptotect the forest and improve community welfare?, (d) Is there any idea and / or intention—from the people and 
organizations—to find a new way in solving the conflict and developing the forest in the area? 
 



the issue with stakeholders. With the support of the community members and 

government officials, LePMIL developed basic information and maps, especially in 

conflict locations. 

The RRA was conducted in sixteen villages near the forest including mangga 

dua, gunung jati, sanua, benu-benua, sodoha, punggaloba, tipulu, watu-watu, 

kemaraya, alolama, labibia, wawombalata, benua nirae, tobi meita, anggoeya, dan 

rahandouna.  The research findings gave a clear picture regarding conflict and other 

problems in Nipa-Nipa and Nanga-Nanga forest.  There were at least three reasons for 

the conflict. 

Fisrt there was no dialog and/or agreement made between the government and 

the community about the status of the forest.  The officer of Sub BIPHUT Southeast 

Sulawesi stated that the process of designating Nipa-Nipa and Nanga-Nanga forest 

was done under the existing laws. In 1979, the forest boundaries were made by Balai 

Planologi Kehutanan Region V Ujung Pandang, and it is 8,146 ha in size.  The Nipa 

Nipa forest was designated as Murhum Forest Park by the Forest Minister of 

Indonesia in the letter No. 296, in 1995.  It comprises of 7,877.5 ha and was managed 

under BKSDA5.  Nanga-Nanga forest is a protected forest area as well as a 

production forest. It is 8,700 ha in size and managed under the authority of The Local 

Department for Forest and Environment of the city of Kendari. 

Despite government official’s statement regarding the boundary and the status 

of Nipa-Nipa and Nanga-Nanga forest, the community objected that they have never 

had an agreement with the government. “We were never invited to any kind of 

                                                 
5 The Central Authority of The Institution for Natural Resource Conservation for South East Sulawesi. 



meeting or discussion on this matter.” (Comments from most of community during 

PRA, 2003) 

The interesting finding regarding the conflict of forest boundary was that there 

are three villages—Labibia, Alolama and Wawombalata—that has no conflict. The 

reason for this was that when forest boundaries were being set up by the government, 

the head of those villages announced that the communities living in the villages had 

to sign on the agreement made to form boundaries.  

Secondly, the government had also used coercion in implementing the project 

of forest rehabilitation in 1974. The community who lived near/in the forest were 

moved resettle in another place. “For generations we have lived in this place, but in 

1974 when the government implemented the project they forced us to go out from 

where we lived.” (Pak Yato, a farmer in Bengga E’la Kemaraya village, 2003). When 

LePMIL asked him why he could not stay and defense their land, he said that the 

government was backed by Indonesia Military. Asri, a farmer from Andounohu, 

explained that the government burned out all of plants and farm’s house, so there was 

no prove left.    

Third, there were land distribution done by persons from government official 

to the community who chose certain political party in 1998/1999. “In the election 

(1998/1999), many community members were promised that if they choose this party 

they would get a piece of land in return for their house and land farm.” (Arqam Ali, a 

farmer from Tobimeita village, 2003)  There is a document that could prove the 

activities, and it was signed by the government official during the time of agreement. 



Furthermore, forest degradation has continued. Many communities were influx to the 

forest and opened the land for farming and settling purposes.   

When LePMIL asked those communities for not staying in the areas where the 

government resettles them they gave four main reasons including: the area where they 

live could not support their farm activities—less fertile, they saw that today many 

new comers come to the areas around the forest where they had lived before, there 

were land distributions for a certain group of people by government official in 1998, 

and because of reformation so they are not afraid anymore to the intimidation. 

During the RRA process, LePMIL also met and discussed the issues with 

other stakeholders. The purposes of the meeting was to get data/information and also 

perspective from various stakeholders about the conflict, the impact of forest 

degradation, the interest from each group of stakeholders, the idea of conflict 

resolution that being proceed through this initiative, etc.  

Chart 1. Stakeholders identified during PRA. 
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level, then sub district level and the province level. The purposes of these 

consultations were to understand the current situation – degradation, poverty, conflict 

on forest boundaries, etc, and the historical context of the area (forest).  Through this 

consultation LePMIL expected that there would be understanding among stakeholders 

on the real problem that they had and faced. This consultation was used as a stepping 

“stone” for the next process of conflict resolution initiative.  

To the conflict resolution 
 It was unrealistic to have expectation for equal and just agreement from the 

dialog where there were unequal capacities among parties who engaged in the dialog. 

These statements very often come up in any forums – local, regional and national 

levels, to discuss about multistakeholder approach in forest management. To some 

extent many groups that were concerned in forest development in Indonesia were 

worried that multistakeholder approach is one only way to open new road for state 

and corporations to have control over Indonesian forests by legitimizing it through the 

community. What is LePMIL’s position in the debate? LePMIL believed that there 

was no such approach that could solve such problems related with the community and 

the forest. Confrontation and mobilization are some of the approaches that have been 

used often in the past in Southeast Sulawesi. But there was always violence and 

breaking of the laws embedded in those approaches when they were conducted.  This 

activity left people on both sides as the victim of the situation.  This was also the 

reason why LePMIL chose to try multistakeholder approach which created basic 

structure and systematic dialogs among the stakeholders. That’s why it is important to 

develop understanding and develop capacity among these stakeholders.  



At the community level, LePMIL have facilitated regular group discussions 

(weekly basis), delivered the information related to the forest issue and laws to the 

community such as brochures, bulletins etc. The discussion was not only within the 

group but also among the different groups. The purpose of the discussion was to 

develop understanding about the issues and to create the alternatives that encourage 

conflict resolution dialog.  In addition, LePMIL also facilitated the community to 

organize their efforts through farmer organizations.  Furthermore, LePMIL gave 

opportunities to the community leaders and/ or members to participate in the meetings 

and discussions regularly at local, provincial, regional and national levels. LePMIL 

sees there process as a continued effort for conflict resolution.  

At government level, LePMIL has facilitated various discussions, both in the 

Provincial/City/District Forest Department and among the governments organization 

that was related to the issues.  The purpose of these meetings and discussions was to 

develop understanding within the government organization, and like the community, 

the government also formulate alternative of the solutions for conflict resolution 

dialog.   

Another group of stakeholders were usually involved in the discussions at 

both parties—the community and the government.   

 

 

 

 

 



Chart 2: The different process used for conflict resolution dialog 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When both community and government were ready for meeting regarding the 

conflict, LePMIL initiated facilitating for the meetings and discussions.  More than 

thirty community representatives from sixteen villages attended the meeting. The 

representation was chosen by community organization in each village.  From the 

government side, there was some top management in the government organizations 

who participated.  Some members of People’s Representative, representative from 

university and other NGO also participated in the meeting.  At the beginning the 

discussion did not flow well. It seems that each party used “wait and see” tactics. But 

then the facilitator gave them time and chance to explain their point of view regarding 

the issues. Even though sometime there were interruptions from other stakeholders, 

but the discussion continued.   After two days of discussion both parties agreed on 

seven points6. This agreement was signed between the community, the government 

and LePMIL as a facilitator in the mediation.   

                                                 
6 (1) Nipa-Nipa and Nanga-Nanga forest are strategic area thet need to be manage in certain ways for its sustainability. (2) In 
order to continou the initiative finding resolution between the government and the community, the governor need to establish 
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Maintaining agreement and developing multistakeholder agenda 

 Following this agreement, LePMIL, then, facilitated stakeholders to 

implement it further.  At the community, LePMIL had facilitated to strengthen 

community organization by set up the group’s rules.  The rules included the issues 

like decision making, land management, forest protection, etc.  In addition, LePMIL 

has also encouraged the community to plant kind of commodity/plant that has 

multifunction. At the government level, LePMIL has also facilitated discussions and 

ensured that the agreement is being followed up by the government. For example, the 

government’s responsibility is to set up a policy initiating a team that is responsible to 

follow up the agreement.  As a result, the Governor of Southeast Sulawesi launched 

the decree on Tim Terpadu/ Multistakeholder Team. At other stakeholder level, 

LePMIL has also conducted series of discussions in order to get other inputs and also 

supports from these stakeholders.  

  In order to make further activities more systematic, LePMIL facilitated 

stakeholders to develop action plan together. The planning covered multi aspects 

including developing “permanent” solution for the conflict, developing alternatives 

and sustainable livelihoods, rehabilitating forest degradation, developing 

multistakeholder institution for Nipa-Nipa and Nanga-Nanga forest management and 

development, and institutionalizing agreement and institution. This action plan has 

been used till now to guide multistakeholder activities.  

                                                                                                                                           
Tim Terpadu/ Multistakeholder Team in which the members should come from the government, the community and NGOs, (3) 
The Tim Terpadu/ Multistakeholder Team has responsibilities including identifying, clarifying, and verifying the sources of 
conflicts, (4) In the short term, the results from Multistakeholder’s Works will be used for giving assistance to the community, 
(5) In the long term, the results from Multistakeholder’s Works will be used to develop a concept of policy in Nipa-Nipa and 
Nanga-Nanga forest development, (6) the community and the government are responsible on protecting the forest from extend 
degradation, (7) the Multistakeholder Team should use participatory approach and techniques in doing its works. 
 



Institutionalization processes 

After more than three year of implementation, there were some changes made. 

The changes were not only at the community but also at the government and other 

stakeholders. Before the initiative, the community efforts were unorganized. Now 

they work in groups and are more organized. There were group and inter group 

discussions on weekly and monthly basis. They have patrolled around the forest and 

developed community’s seedling for forest rehabilitation. They developed a network 

among the groups. They have developed a concept of community-forest management, 

including the concept of community’s right to access and manage the forest in their 

own area. They are going to offer this concept to the government to be 

institutionalized. Even though forest degradation still continues, the scale and 

intensity has decreased significantly. In addition, the government has started to 

support community activities such as training for communities.  Forest guard (Polisi 

Kehutanan) started to do patrol around the forest with the community which never 

happened before. The government also supported the local NGOs, University, and 

community members to visit and learn the community forestry initiative in Wan 

Abdurrahman Forest, Lampung and Wonosobo Forest Management in Central Java.  

This time, the institutionalization has continued.  The government and the 

community have developed different models and concepts for forest management and 

community’s rights that fit with local situations. To develop the policy on Nipa-Nipa 

and Nanga-Nanga Forest Management that consider and accommodate community’s 

aspirations, the government set up a team, an add-hoc team. The team has some 

responsibilities that include collecting feedback and relevant information from both 



the community and the government discussions.  The team was also responsible for 

synthesizing the data information and also developed a draft for local law.  The draft 

has been done and now the multistakeholders have started to develop intensive and 

systematic discussion on the draft. The process of facilitation is not dominated by 

LePMIL anymore. The government has started taking significant roles in facilitating 

and developing initiatives for further solutions.    

The multistakeholder team (Tim Terpadu) still continues to identify and verify 

the conflict over the land, especially the community’s land that was being claimed by 

the government. The results of these activities have been used in multistakeholder’s 

discussion including the discussion of draft for local law.  At the same time, the 

process of multistakeholder capacity building through regular discussions still 

continues.  

On the field, the community has continued to develop models of sustainable 

forest development, such as agro-forestry system.  The community and the 

government have conducted field share learning. In addition, the communities, 

government officials, forest guards, and forest extension officers are also engaged 

involved in the activities. The Provincial Department of Forestry developed 

partnership with the community organizations to implement Forest Rehabilitation 

Project (GERHAN) in the area.  

Problems and important matters in multistakeholder processes that need 
to be addressed of 

 
During facilitation processes, LePMIL faced various obstacles regarding 

paradigm, knowledge, attitude and skill. These obstacles existed not only in the 

government but also in the community and within the facilitating team.  The obstacles 



include the different perspectives on community based forest management / 

development, the perception that the government is the main ruler and the community 

is the one that need to be ruled, the government saw the NGO as outsider in the policy 

making, less communication skills among the stakeholders, less creativity to initiate 

new policy due to the facts that government have always been working based on 

“certain” guidelines, less coordination between the government organizations.  

Furthermore, the political climate such as the change on the head of provincial 

department especially in the provincial department of forestry was happened too 

often. Other obstacles relied on the capacity of community to able to communicate 

with other stakeholders. Last but not the least; the facilitators also faced the problem 

regarding the facilitation skills.  

To cope up with these obstacles, LePMIL has tried to do a couple of activities 

such as developing weekly discussions among facilitators, developing weekly and/or 

monthly discussions with the government and community groups, developing 

multistakeholder frameworks, developing participatory evaluation, at facilitator, at 

community and government levels, and also developing facilitator’s capacity through 

training of multistakeholder facilitators, and developing trust among facilitator, the 

government and the communities. 

C l o s i n g  
Though multistakeholder process might not easy to be managed and 

facilitated, it does not mean that it cannot be used as an approach to solve the problem 

in the forest development, such as conflict between government and the community. 

To use this approach, there are some capacities like facilitation, communication and 

mediation skills etc, which need to be improved in order to optimally achieve the 



purposes. Trust building and idea promotion among the stakeholders are two 

important parts of the multistakeholder approach. Maintaining relationship among the 

stakeholders is indeed very important. In addition, it is also very important to improve 

facilitator’s capacity like knowledge, skill and attitude.  It is also necessary to have a 

continuous learning among the stakeholder through “action-reflection-action-

reflection” process. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 1. Scheme for facilitation processes regarding conflict resolution and forest management  in Nipa-Nipa dan Nanga-Nanga forest area, Kendari, Southeast Sulawesi, 
Indonesia. 
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Appendix 2. The map of Nipa-Nipa dan Nanga-Nanga forest area, Kendari, Southeast Sulawesi, Indonesia. (One of the result from multistakeholder team). 
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450000

45500 0

45500 0

460000

460000

95
50

00
0 9550000

95
55

00
0 9555000

95
60

00
0 9560000

95
65

00
0 9565000

95
70

00
0 9570000

Lalodam bu

Labib ia

Meraka

Lalodati

Tongkuno
Wawomb alat a

Punggolaka
Alolam a

Ped onga

Inolobulingato

Watumena

Punggolaka Kem aray a
Telkom

Tipulu

Sadoha

Gunungjat i

As dim

Kendar icaddi

M at a

Mat asi

Langibajo

Padangpasi r

S alo

M angg adua

Sorue

M ont elel eo

Kadia

Bende

Take leano

Ahuaolano
Powatu

Watulo ndo

Kapundetepongis i

Atondaw aue

Waworaha

Lalombaku Wua-wua

Wua-wua
Pada leu

Wilawi lalo

Alojaya

Watubangga

Uluwanggu

Tekonggor a

Hom e base Andaw ila

Nanga-nanga

Ranooh a

Asam baki

Mokoau

Ra handouna

Wundumb at u
Dw imarga

Der m aga

Dawi-daw i Ek amarga

Gers am at a

Samudra

Gab ungsam bala

Be nua  Nira e

Sambala

Jamb u

Amokato

Tob ime it a

Kose bo
Amb ubodi

Saw erigading

Suk am aju
Pud ai

Tal ia

Airm ancur

Hayati

Ber ingin

Bal ub uaya
Tond onggeuMand ob i

Nambo

S. E a

S.  
W an

g g u

S .  N ak om
b u

S. Andonohu

S .  K am bu

S .
 A

be
li

S.  W an ggu

S . N ang a- n an ga

S .  P o nu ru hi

S .
 L

em
o

S . M

an do
b i

S .
 B

al
ub

u a
ya

S .
 la

lo n
go

ri

S.  Lep o-le po

S.  
O ne

pu
t e

S . Alo la ma

S

. K
or

um
ba

S. M
ata

T      E      L      U      K                    K     E    N     D     A      R     I

MANDONG A

LE PO -L EPO

AND ON OH U

Kam pungnelayan

P. Bun gku toko

KECAM AT AN KE NDARI

KECAM ATAN MAND ON GA

KECAM AT AN POASIA

KECAM AT AN BARUGA
#Y

#Y

#Y

T  A  H  U   R   A         M   U   R   H   U  M

940 H a

33 8 Ha

Pur worejo

Purw odadi

M ombotudu

M osowi

Mosa ir a

Sukad amai

Pekinaa

RAN OM EETO

Tutuana

Iwoiw anggu

S ukah ar ja

S . A
mo

h ola

Sukak ar ya

Mulyasari

Puusanggola

Lap oto

Windonu

T ete haka

Labolabolajaya

Puasa na

S . Sambul i

S.
 W

ar
u

Goar aya

Lam endora

Wonua

Matab und o

Mekarjaya

Lal owales u

Laos u

Lal ohao

Dio lo

Ru mbia

Rabujaya

Pur uy

Raha wuku

Tanea

Puunda ipa

Tetengapu

Las oso

Lakomea

Peer oa
Puurem a

Wambenanoa

Mat and ah i Waworaha

Lalombo nda

Tanasa
Sorue

Rapabinopaka

Tole leho
Tapul aga

Lepe

M apadaku

Sik amas eang

Telag abiru

M atand ah i

Arow atu

Roda

Lal anu

Sawapud o

Lameonu a

Soropia

Puulor o
Wawobungo

Tanggombu

TORONIPA
#Y

#

B/5 30

#

B/4 67

B/4 65
#

B/4 31

#

#

B/4 16
B/4 05

#

#

B/1 15

B/8 8
#

#

B/8 3

B/6 9
#

#

B/6 3

#

B/5 7

#

B/5 1

#

B/4 5

B/2 6
#

B/2 0
#

Anggi lowu

Punggaloba Benubenua

Watuwatu

Sanua

1. P eta  R upa Bumi Indo nes ia  Sk ala  1  :  50.0 00

2. P eta  Ka wasa n Hu tan dan  Pera iran Prop ins i Su lawe si Te ngg ara Skala 1  :  5 00.0 00

3. P eta  Pe rkem bang an Ta ta Ba ta s K aw asan H uta n Prop ins i Su law es i Te nggara Skala 1  : 5 00 .0 00

4. H as il or ientas i lap angan

Sumber Data :

0 CM 10 CM

0 KM 5 KM

U

KOTA KENDARI
SKA LA 1 : 5 0.000

TA H U R A M UR H U M  &  PA P AL IA

PETA  H ASIL
ORIENTA SI K AW A SAN HUTAN

#Y

Ja lan raya , ja lan de sa

Bata s kabupa ten

Bata s keca matan

K E T E R  A N G  A N

Kawa sa n S uaka A lam

Huta n L indung

Huta n P rod uk si Te rbatas

Huta n P rod uk si

Huta n P rod uk si K o nv ers i

Ar ea l Pengg una an La in

Fungsi K aw asan H utan

Pe mukiman

Su nga i dan  a nak s ungai

Ib ukota Kecama ta n

Pera mbah an (  L uas +  464 ,875 H a )  terd iri da ri  THR   Mu rh um +  3 64.5 d an

Papalia  (N ang a-nan ga)  +  10 0,375  H a
Pera mbah an b aru  (  Luas   +  126,17 Ha )

Pem uk iman  d ala m kaw asan  h utan ( Luas +  50 H a )

Keterenga n Hasil O rienta si

Jl. Balai Kota III N O. 42  T elp. (0401)  32 1304 Kendari 9 3117

BAL AI I NV EN TA RI SA S I D AN  PE R PETA A N H UT AN
S ULA W E S I TENG G A R A



 


